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There are a number of issues that inhibit the replication and reproduction of research, and make it hard to

utilise existing scientific data to make new discoveries. These include poor data management, competing

standards, a lack of consideration of the usability of data, and a disconnect between the publication of

science and the data and methods behind it. In this paper, we examine the benefits of good data

management for not only ensuring that data are well organised, easy to find, and preserved for the

future, but also for facilitating reproducibility and new discoveries in science. We consider the

importance of documenting data and making them usable by both humans and machines, and consider

the development of tools to support these processes in the future.
Introduction

Progression in science is achieved by building upon the
discoveries of others. In order to do so, the scientic community
must be able to scrutinize and validate the research and results
of others. Fundamental to our ability to verify these results is
access to the data and the methods used to generate it. In an
ideal world, it would be possible to take the methods used and
other resources related to an experiment and replicate the
results. Oen this is impractical, but at the very least the data
from research should be accessible for scrutiny to ensure that
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results are reasonable, and no mistakes have been made in the
calculations.

The scientic journal article is the primary mechanism for
sharing new research, but these articles rarely contain the full
data from any specic experiment or study, and frequently do
not contain enough information on the methods to enable the
research to be adequately replicated. Historically it has been
rare for any additional data or materials beyond the tables in
the journal articles to be made available. Readers could request
the data from a study, but in the majority of cases, the request
would be refused, or the data would not be provided in a format
suitable for interrogation or reuse.1

Many journals have introduced requirements for data to be
provided in the form of supplementary information linked to
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the journal article. Supplementary information is typically
provided in PDF format with data in the form of tables or
imagesmaking it difficult to extract the data directly. Even when
the full data are provided, there is still no guarantee that the
data will be in a format that is usable or useful for others.
Supplementary information in the form of PDFs are not
machine readable, and a user typically must manually deter-
mine whether a particular article has any supplementary
information because there is oen a disconnect between the
identier of the article and identier of the supplementary
information (if there is one).

Licensing is also rarely declared on supplementary infor-
mation, so it is oen not clear if the data are available for reuse.2

Even if the full nal data are provided in an appropriate format,
the data will have gone through a variety of processes using
different tools or scripts before analysis, and it is still relatively
rare for such tools, code or models to be included with the
supplementary information, meaning that it can be difficult to
replicate the results even with the raw data.

There are a variety of reasons why researchers may be
reluctant or indeed unable to share their research. Sharing may
be restricted due to intellectual property concerns or privacy
issues with sensitive data. However, other reasons oen relate
to poor data management making it difficult to make data
available in suitable formats, or a general lack of awareness
about what and how to share. It can be very time consuming to
retrospectively attempt to organise data, convert data into
a more appropriate format, and to add adequate descriptions to
make them useful to a different audience. Other issues include
the myriad of competing standards for both scientic data and
the metadata that describes it.3

Although we tend to think of data as structured numerical
information, scientic data can be much more diverse, and
even change structure over time.4 Within chemistry very large
amounts of data are in the form of images or visualisations.
There are also many options for locations to share data.
Consideration needs to be given to ensure that the chosen
location is appropriate so that it can be found by those who
need to make use of it. The reality is that most scientic data are
collected with little consideration of whether the data could be
useful or usable by other researchers outside of the originators
group.

Even if the data are destined never to be shared outside an
individual research group, if they are not properly managed and
taken care of, they can become impossible to use even by the
person who originally captured or created it. This may be
because aer a few months, or even weeks aer an experiment
or project has ended, we may not be able to remember the full
context and circumstances of the generation of the data, for
example the settings or congurations that were used. Data les
may not contain details of the units with which measurements
were made, and abbreviated titles or labels may now be
incomprehensible, rendering the contents of the le meaning-
less. Although it is possible to retroactively x some of these
problems, it is much harder to do than to include good docu-
mentation and use appropriate formats from the beginning.
Digital Discovery
There are other factors that may cause the loss or degrada-
tion of digital data such as physical media being lost, les being
moved or accidentally overwritten on shared media, and due to
physical loss through hard-drive failure or bit rot. Data can also
be vulnerable to deliberate tampering, malicious destruction, or
virus attack. Even if the data are adequately stored, backed-up
and periodically copied onto new media, they may become
unusable if separated from the original context of the data or
become obsolete when the format becomes incompatible with
the latest hardware and soware.

The development of technologies for automating the execu-
tion of research and the capture of data in digital form has
exacerbated these challenges by signicantly increasing the
amount of data that may be produced during research. Most
data are now ‘born digital’, as laboratories become more auto-
mated and data are produced using digital instruments. Very
large-scale experiments and high-throughput experiments
(HTE) generate very large datasets or so-called ‘Big Data’.5,6

Although mostly commonly associated with large-scale experi-
ments in disciplines such as astronomy and genetics, Big Data
are also being generated and exploited within chemistry.7–10

These large complex datasets present numerous additional
challenges in terms of storage, transport, access and process-
ing. Data can also be generated by various sensors, for example,
those used to monitor the environment of the experiment or
eld sensors for water quality.11,12

Data are also increasingly generated through computational
methods and data-intensive science such as simulations,
modelling, and workows. Digital data produced through all
these methods are oen very complex and generated in
a multitude of non-standard formats making them even more
difficult to organise and share. The data are also typically
separated from the context of the experiment, which is oen
still captured in the pages of paper notebooks, making it diffi-
cult to retrospectively manage.

In this paper, we will examine the benets of good data
management for facilitating or enabling reproducibility of
science by encouraging the addition of context that links
together the published research with data, methods and rich
metadata. Achieving such aims requires commitment at the
outset of projects to planning and design; documentation;
preservation and protection, thus enabling discovery and reuse.

Other aspects that need attention are interoperability,
usability by both humans and machines, the development of
services that expedite the processes of recording and manage-
ment comprehensively, and not only the reinforcement of
stricter requirements by publishers and funders but also
recognition for researchers who share data effectively.
Scientific data management

Good data management ensures that you can always nd your
data, that they are well documented and therefore usable when
you do nd them. It also means that they can be found and
understood by others who may gain value from them regardless
of whether they were created last week or decades ago. Science
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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builds upon the research of others and that works at both small
and large scales.

A common problem for researchers is trying and struggling
to understand and build upon experiments either published in
the literature or even carried out within the same research
group, especially when the full record of the experiment is not
available and digital data are separated from the context of their
creation. Good data management helps by ensuring that all of
the information about an experiment is available and well
documented, and that links are maintained between the data
and the conditions and methods under which it they were
generated.

Researchers collect all kinds of data in a variety of forms;
these unprocessed ‘raw’ data are processed, analysed and con-
verted into new data to create new understanding and meaning.
Data management covers a range of processes relating to the
creation, organisation, and protection of the raw and processed
data, including data architecture, data modelling and design,
data processing and analysis, storage, security, governance,
interoperability and integration, data quality and metadata.
Data management not only helps to make sure that the data are
effectively utilised and stored during use, but also helps to
simplify the process of preparing the data to be shared.
Although the term data now usually refers to digital data, some
of the principles are relevant to physical artefacts such as print-
outs, maps, photographs, notes, physical models, and samples.

Data governance encompasses the processes of data
management, but also includes processes to ensure quality and
consistency of the data andmanaging accessibility and usability
of the data.

The term ‘digital curation’ describes processes for data
management over the whole lifecycle of the data, from planning
through to preservation, sharing and reuse. These processes
also add value to the data in the form of additional context that
can assist in the discovery and usability of the data. The
Fig. 1 Research Data Lifecycle, JISC RDM toolkit (CC BY-ND 3.0).

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
processes are typically focused on data at the end of the life-
cycle, when the data has been collected and analysed, and is
ready to be published or put into storage.

Fig. 1 shows one example of the various stages that research
data go through during their lifecycle from planning to pres-
ervation and sharing, and ultimately to reuse. This diagram is
from the JISC Research Management Toolkit,13 but there are
many such lifecycle models of varying complexity. Typically,
these diagrams contain a planning stage, a data collection
stage, oen represented as an iterative stage where the data is
captured and described. There may be a collaborative stage
where the data is shared and worked with by others but before
nal publication. Nearing the end of the life cycle the data is
preserved and published, where it may then be discovered and
reused by others. What the JISC Research Data Lifecycle
diagram does not show is the importance of the role of meta-
data throughout the lifecycle, and in particular how it is used to
prepare the data for the later stages of the lifecycle where it will
be preserved and shared. The Digital Curation Centre (DCC)
have created a Curation Lifecycle Model14 that describes inmore
detail the actions and responsibilities associated with curating
and preserving data.

Metadata provides a simplied representation and descrip-
tion of the larger and more complex body of data and can be
understood by both humans and machines. It can be used to
not only help describe data and enable them to be discovered,
but also to help organise them and create provenance trails that
describe the processing and changes that the data have
undergone during their lifecycle. Metadata are also funda-
mental for being able to make use of the data once they have
been shared. Metadata are oen generated automatically by the
instruments and soware that capture, generate and transform
the data, but ‘user-dened metadata’ can also be created
manually to add additional and more meaningful context about
the data.

Effective data management requires understanding of
a range of topics about data in general but also some specialist
knowledge about data formats and use in the appropriate
disciplinary domains, including how data are currently
collected, processed, stored and utilised within the specic
research organisation. An organisation may also be subject to
legislative requirements or requirements imposed by funders
related to data protection, information governance, copyright
and IP and licensing.

Plan and design

It is oen the case that the need for better organisation and
management of data are not recognised until a problem occurs
during a project or when trying to locate andmake sense of data
aer the end of a project. For data to be effectively managed it is
necessary to consider how the data will be managed long before
any data has been collected. One formal and effective way to do
this is the preparation of a Data Management Plan (DMP). The
creation of DMPs as part of projects is increasingly being
required by funders and institutions, especially for publicly
funded research. The DMP describes not only how the data will
Digital Discovery
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be taken care of during the project, but also how the data will be
prepared for sharing and preservation once the project is
complete, or during the project if it is long running.

The DMP describes how the data will be collected during the
project, how it will be managed, standards that will be used,
how the data will be kept safe during and aer the project
including issues such as data security and backups, and where
and how it will be shared. The DMP also contains information
about concerns such as sensitivity of the data and related
ethical issues, how quality will be ensured, how long the data
can or must be retained, and whether it will be subject to any
particular licensing conditions. The DMP may also contain
information about existing data sources that could be utilised
as a part of the project to avoid unnecessary duplication of
effort.

The DMP can also detail any tools that will be used or need to
be developed in order to work with and manage the data. The
plan should also consider the costs and resources required to
manage the data, including storage, backup and security
protection. The requirements for managing the data during and
aer the project are likely to be different. Long-term storage and
preservation of data involves its own processes and are
frequently handed over to a third-party service provider.
Consideration needs to be given to the longevity and security of
such services and who has ultimate responsibility for the data.
Thought also needs to be given about who will be able to access
the data, the conditions of use for that data, and how the data
will be supported over their lifetime if it is published and
shared.

A variety of organisations including national data services,
universities and funders provide templates, case studies, tools,
and other guidance to assist research teams in creating DMPs
for their research projects and understanding the processes
involved in data management. The DCC provides links to
guidance and examples of DMPs for a variety of disciplines and
funders in the UK.15 There are also wizard-style tools to help
build tailored DMPs, for example, DMPOnline16 from the DCC is
popular in the UK, whilst the US equivalent is DMPTool.17

Although most DMPs are produced in the form of word-
processed documents, there has been discussion about the
need to have machine actionable DMPs, also known as active or
dynamic DMPs, to ensure that the DMP itself is available as
a source of information about the research, is kept up to date
during a project, and can be used for compliance checking.18

The Research Data Alliance (RDA) has a working group for the
development of a common standard for machine-actionable
data management plans.19

Data design typically refers to designing the appropriate
structures for information in a database, although it is also an
important concept within soware engineering, and for data
that are generated through soware the design of data struc-
tures to store and manipulate the data is very important. Data
can be inputted manually into a database, but for data collec-
tion at scale there is likely to be a machine interface to an
instrument or sensor to automatically collect and store the data
within a database of some kind. In order to design appropriate
data structures and database tables it is necessary to have an
Digital Discovery
understanding of the types and sizes of information that are
being generated. The data types also determine the kind of
database that may be appropriate, for example, for standard
applications relational databases are most commonly used, but
non-relational NoSQL databases are popular for Big Data
because they are signicantly more scalable. Resource
Description Frame (RDF) triple stores are suitable for holding
data describing relationships between objects but historically
their scalability has been an issue.20 In addition to allowing
greater amounts of data to be stored, NoSQL databases are also
very exible allowing different data structures for different data
objects and enabling changes in the way that data are captured
and manipulated over time.21 MongoDB, one of the most
popular NoSQL databases, represents data in a form very
similar to Python dictionaries enabling data to be easily added
and extracted using Python code. As a relatively easy language to
learn, this lowers the barriers for data management for smaller
research groups.

Choices need to be made about how metadata will be
captured during the project, and any standards that may be
used. There are numerous metadata standards for different
disciplines, with many groups choosing to create their own by
extending existing standards. The Digital Curation Centre and
Research Data Alliance maintain a list of standards, related
tools and use cases by discipline.22,23 FAIRsharing.org maintains
a list of over 1500 standards in addition to repositories,
knowledgebases and policies.24 Decisions also need to be made
about how the metadata will be stored, together with the data or
separate from it. Metadata can be used to describe the contents
of data les and if the metadata are included in the le, the data
le is self-describing. For example, CSV data les or spread-
sheets may contain a header row with a label to describe each
eld contained in the rows beneath and no other information is
required to understand the meaning of the data. An alternative
to self-describing les is to have separate les containing met-
adata that describe the contents of the data le. The advantage
with using a separate metadata le is that more sophisticated
descriptions can be provided, for example, linking to standard
vocabularies and units of measurement. Also, the same meta-
data le can be used to describe multiple data les.

When the metadata are held in separate les, it is important
that the metadata and data do not become separated, because
the data become meaningless without it. A typical way to ensure
the metadata and data remain associated is to include a link to
the appropriate metadata le or les within the data le. Where
many metadata les are related to a data le, an alternative is to
create a structural metadata le that describes the relationship
between the data les and the metadata les.

Documentation

Documentation of the data is incredibly important both to the
owner of the experiment as a reminder of what was done and to
help compare results from different activities, and for any other
researcher trying to make use of the data. Documentation
provides the context that explains not just what the values in the
data mean, but also how the data was created. Without good
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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documentation, the data are harder to understand, it is more
difficult to assess the quality of the data, and the data are more
likely to be misinterpreted or misused. As previously
mentioned, it is important that the data and the documentation
can be linked together. The documentation must also be high
quality, meaning that it must be accurate, complete, and record
the important observations, any problems that were encoun-
tered and changes that were made in order to adapt. The
documentation must provide all the information that explains
the data but also enables the experiment or study to be repli-
cated. It is much harder to remember this important informa-
tion aer the event, and therefore the documentation needs to
be captured whilst the experiment is being completed.

The primary way for most scientists to capture documenta-
tion for their research is through paper or electronic notebooks,
although some disciplines and in some industrial settings, such
as sample testing laboratories, formsmay be used to capture the
relevant information. For paper notebooks, the content and
structure of the documentation is largely determined by
personal preferences, previous training and experience of the
researcher, but this is also inuenced by institutional and
disciplinary norms. As an example, notebooks produced by
synthetic chemists are usually very formally structured and
consistent, whereas the notebooks from many physical chem-
ists include a minimum of structure, oen limited to only dates
and occasional titles for experiments. Formal structures are
sometimes dictated, and these are oen the norms within
Electronic Laboratory Notebooks (ELNs) where templates may
be used to provide consistency or guidance as to what infor-
mation needs to be recorded. There are pros and cons to
providing a strict structure for researchers to use to record and
document their research. The requested information is effec-
tively and consistently recorded, but some information that
would have been recorded with a less formal structure can
sometimes be lost.25 In either case, without adequate docu-
mentation, a full understanding of the data cannot be gained.

Metadata are also an important part of the documentation
and can be used to describe the documentation in both paper
and electronic notebooks. For example, metadata may describe
IDs for the notebook, author's name, dates, project funders and
project IDs, table of contents containing links to individual
pages, short descriptions of experiments, and other informa-
tion such as experiment IDs, dates, sample IDs, chemicals used,
instruments and so on. Although the use of a table of contents
within notebooks is relatively rare now, for a small amount of
effort they can signicantly improve the ease with which
a particular experiment or result can be found. Within elec-
tronic notebooks, metadata may be automatically captured, and
users may also be able to dene their own metadata properties
and values. Such systems enable information to be found
through search and ltering by making use of such metadata
values. For example, a search could fetch a list of all experi-
ments using a specied chemical compound.

Other documentation that may need to be created with data
include descriptions of existing data, literature sources,
instruments, sensors, code, congurations, soware, work-
ows, models and other artefacts that are used as part of the
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
design or execution of an experiment.26 Descriptive metadata
can also be produced for these items, for example metadata
describing literature sources, instrument congurations and
prerequisite versions for soware or code that are needed to
process and analyse the data.

Organising the data

Regardless of the scale of data collection, starting with a plan
for where and how to organise the data les and related
resources is important to ensure the data can easily be retrieved
and make it less likely that data will be inadvertently over-
written. If the data are stored outside of a database, then an
effective directory structure and naming conventions are
necessary. Hierarchies are not the only way to organise infor-
mation, for example some systems may make use of some form
of tagging or labelling to organise information, but for most
operating systems and cloud-based storage, from a user-
perspective, a system of les and folders is most common.
High-throughput experiments can generate hundreds of data
les for a single experiment, and it makes sense to store those
les in their own directory, whereas a small-scale experiment
may only require one folder for the whole project. Names for
directories may be based on experiment IDs, dates, or topic
based. A common strategy for individual le names is to include
important IDs within the name of the le in order to facilitate
search at a later stage, for example sample IDs, experiment IDs
and date.

It is important to ensure that raw data are not overwritten by
transformations or processing, so either data at different stages
of the experiment should be stored in different directories or
given unique le names to create different versions of the data.
It can be useful to include information about the trans-
formation in the name, for example ‘cleaned’ or ‘analysed’.
Dinneen and Julien provide an in-depth review of le manage-
ment behaviours and issues.27

The data needs to be linked in some way to the documen-
tation describing it. Although it is quite common in paper
notebooks for data to be printed out and attached to the note-
book, this is not an ideal solution. The data can easily become
detached and lost, and the data are no longer in a format that it
can be further processed or shared. Where an instrument
produces data les in a digital format, an alternative is to list the
les generated, together with their location, within the note-
book. If the location of the les is later changed, then the list
needs to be updated. Many researchers create a similar system
when they capture their notes using tools such as word
processors or generic electronic notebooks. The advantage with
the digital note-taking tool is that a hyperlink can be created, so
the les can be located or opened directly from the tool. The
links would still need to be manually updated if the location of
the les is changed. In an electronic laboratory notebook, it may
be possible to attach the data les directly to the experiment
record enabling the data and documentation to be stored
together. This method is effective for small numbers of les, but
most ELN systems are not designed for handling the numbers
of les generated by large throughput experiments. An
Digital Discovery
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alternative could be to create links to the directories containing
the data les or attaching compressed ‘zip les’ of the data.

Structural metadata can be produced and stored together
with the data to describe how the data resources are related to
each, for example describing the directory structures and how
data les relate to one another within a data set. Technical
metadata can describe the format, compression and encoding
of the les, along with details of the soware, version and
settings used to produce it.

Storage and protection

Decisions need to be made about where the data are stored
during the duration of the project. When data are automatically
output by instruments, it may be possible to congure the
instrument to put the data in a particular location, and to
congure the directory structure and le names to use. Oen
instruments are connected to a single computer and deposit the
data les on the one device. Moving the les from this device for
processing and storage is oen manual, by copying to a shared
drive or using a USB key, but an alternative is to make use of
scripts or other soware to detect when new les are created
and automatically move them to a shared drive or to upload
them to an ELN. Consideration needs to be given to how to
manage data from multiple users of the same instrument and
for different experiments to ensure that data are assigned to the
correct researcher and stored in the correct manner.

Storing data on an individual's hard-drive or on portable
media such as CDs or USB drives is not very safe. Such media
can be lost, stolen, or become damaged or corrupted, and they
are typically not subject to any form of backup process. Manual
backups can be made, for example, copying the data to multiple
locations, but the risk with this is that data in one location may
be updated or altered, and it can become difficult to know
which location holds the original and the most recent data les,
especially if multiple users have access to it. Institutional
shared drives are likely to have regular backups performed and
the capability to restore data if there is some kind of failure or it
is accidentally deleted or overwritten. A popular option is to
store data in the cloud through services such as Microso
OneDrive,28 Google Drive,29 and Dropbox.30

Simple operating system-based le management or storing
documents on cloud storage is not scalable for environments
where vast amounts of les and data are being produced or
where many users may need to access the data. For organisa-
tions the use of specialist data management and curation
platforms such as Cordra, iRODS or the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST)'s Congurable Data Curation
System are more appropriate, particularly where there is
a requirement for collaboration and interoperability.31–33

Commercial options are also available for storage of code and
data for managing Big Data and to support applications such as
high-performance computing, data analytics and metadata
intensive applications such as Google's Filestore, Amazon's FSx,
and Microso's Azure storage range.34–36

Whatever storage option is chosen, it is important to ensure
that backups are actually being taken and that restore is
Digital Discovery
possible; organisations oen do not nd out their backups are
failing until they try to restore lost les. File versioning, as
previously mentioned, is one important way to ensure that les
are not accidently overwritten. Versioning enables readers to see
what changes have been made from one stage to the next. Some
tools, including some ELNs, automatically include versioning,
but many do not. For tools that do not support versioning it is
necessary to save les with a new name or version number at
signicant points during editing or processing.

Sensitive or valuable data may need additional protection to
keep them from being accessed, copied, manipulated or
damaged by unauthorised users. Data may also be subject to
additional regulations or requirements; for example, data con-
taining personally identiable information may need to be
anonymized. Where the data are stored has an impact on the
security of the data; data stored on portable devices can easily
be lost or stolen and data stored in the cloud or on institutional
shared drives needs to be protected by methods to authorise
and authenticate only those users with permission to view and
modify the data. ELNs also frequently have sharing capabilities
with or without authorisation and authentication. Such tools
enable collaboration within a local group or even between
global teams depending on the location of the data and acces-
sibility of systems through rewalls.

Preserve and publish

When the data have been collected, analysed, and the ndings
determined, decisions need to be made about what data needs
to be preserved, what can be disposed of, what data should be
shared, and how the data will be managed for the remainder of
their lifecycle. It is also important to consider what documen-
tation and other resources need to be preserved alongside the
data. For example, not only will the data need to be kept up to
date as part of preservation, but also the code used to generate
them may need to be updated or migrated to ensure that the
data are still compatible with new operating systems and
prerequisite soware. For preservation, some kind of long-term
storage is required. For data recorded in a paper notebook long-
term storage may be a locked ling cabinet, but for digital data
the most common solution is to deposit the data in a database
or repository. Paper notebooks and other paper-based docu-
ments can be stored more effectively for long-term preservation
through digitisation by scanning the documents. In order to
make the captured content searchable, Optical Character
Recognition (OCR), or more recently Intelligent Character
Recognition (ICR) soware can be used to extract handwritten
text and numerical content from the images or directly during
scanning.37

There are many repositories and databases for data that
range from the very generic that take any kind of dataset from
any discipline to those that are very specic and require data to
be provided in standard format. Examples of generic or gener-
alist repositories include Dryad, Figshare, Hardvard Dataverse,
Open Science Framework, Science Data Bank, and Zenodo.38–43

There are numerous subject specic repositories of relevance to
chemistry. For example, Materials Cloud for computational
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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materials science, which also includes code resources and
lectures as well as curated datasets; and the NOMAD repository
data provides open access to materials data in both raw form
and in a machine-processable form in standard formats.44,45

PubChem allows users to upload chemical structures, names,
links, spectra and associated bioassay test results, toxicity and
other data, and the Crystallography Open Database allows users
to upload, validate and deposit CIF les.46,47 Some databases
provide services beyond search and storage, for example
ioChem-DB provides tools for data creation, curation, analysis
and publication of computational chemistry data.48

Data are not necessarily safer in a repository or long-term
storage if the problems of media degradation and digital
obsolescence are not effectively managed. Even if the repository
itself is secure and backed-up the les may need to periodically
be copied onto new media, and to be migrated to newer so-
ware versions or even transformed into a new standard format
to ensure ongoing compatibility. The repository may be a local
institutional database where the responsibility for some pres-
ervation actions such as keeping le formats up to date and data
migration fall to the owner of the data. In some third-party
repositories, the job of performing preservation tasks is the
responsibility of specialist data curation experts or data stew-
ards. In addition to ensuring that the data are in an appropriate
format for preservation, ideally using community accepted
standards, documentation and metadata describing the data
sets and associated resources are likely to need to be prepared.
This is a less onerous task if documentation and metadata
describing the data, and how it was generated and processed,
have been prepared during the project as the data was created.

A key aspect of preservation of data for sharing is that the
data and associated resources including the metadata are
supplied with persistent identiers. However, there is currently
a lack of persistent identiers for data, datasets and metadata
meaning that links between publications and their data or
metadata can get broken if these resources change location over
their lifecycles.3 Persistent identiers, such as Uniform
Resource Locators (URLs) for websites, Digital Object Identiers
(DOIs) for literature and data, and ORCID IDs for authors, are
typically created using a third-party identier registration
service. For example, crossref49 for scholarly information,
DataCite for Digital Object Identiers for research data
including scientic datasets,50 and ORCID for ORCID IDs for
researchers.51

The metadata describing the data may be stored with the
data or in a separate database where the database is registered.
In this way, even data that are not shared in an externally
accessible database can still be discovered by interested
members of the community. The metadata should also include
information about appropriate licenses for the data, so it is
clear in what circumstances the data can be accessed and used,
and how to access them. Administrative metadata describes the
provenance of the data, intellectual property restrictions,
licenses, and access rights. During preservation, additional
metadata are created including both administrative and tech-
nical metadata describing the storage and operating environ-
ment of the data, and updates to new versions or standards.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Additional metadata may be captured over time, for example,
the number of times the dataset has been accessed or
downloaded.

Discovery and reuse

Finally, the data lifecycle comes full circle as the metadata
associated with the data enables researchers to discover, access,
and license data that are relevant for their projects. Some
researchers are entirely reliant on the data that are produced by
others, and therefore discovery and reuse are of primary
importance, but most researchers make use of the work of
others in their experiment designs or to compare research.
There are a variety of subject specic repositories and databases
that can be searched for data of interest, but there are also data
registry services and directories that aggregate metadata from
different service providers. Examples include OpenDOAR that
allows users to search through thousands of repositories based
on location, soware and types of material52 and re3data.org is
a global registry of research repositories across academic
disciplines.53 Google also provides a search engine specically
for searching for datasets.54

When data are downloaded from a repository for reuse, the
metadata and documentation associated with the data can be
kept and updated to indicate the changes made to the data and
the provenance path from the origin of the data to the new use
and transformation.

Making data usable by machines

A set of principles, called the FAIR guiding principles, were
published in 2015 to provide guidance on how to ensure data
are effectively managed and made reusable for the benet of
future science.55 FAIR stands for Findable, Accessible, Interop-
erable, and Reusable and builds upon good data management
and data curation behaviour, but with a focus on how data can
be made discoverable, meaningful and usable by machines.
This focus on interoperability is to enable machines to do the
work of nding and assessing whether datasets could be useful
for particular scientic research, leaving the researchers more
time to focus on the science. The FAIR principles do not
themselves provide specic technologies or standards to follow,
but they do provide a number of examples of technology
implementations that follow the guidelines.56 For chemical
information, there is a drive towards the ‘FAIRication’ of
existing services, to maximise the value of services that are
already being used, and work that has already been done to
increase sharing of scientic datasets.57 There is, however,
a concern that the lack of prescribed standards and technolo-
gies may lead to continuing development of soware and
infrastructures that are not interoperable.58

FAIR advocates for the use of persistent identiers to enable
data and associated documentation and metadata to be found;
the use of rich metadata to describe the data so they can be
found, understood and then be reused. In order for data to be
ndable by machines they need to be shared in repositories that
machines can search. The Materials Project is an open-access
Digital Discovery
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database of materials and properties where each entry is
assigned a DOI and a variety of different metadata to make the
data discoverable. The content includes citations and links to
methods, data, and calculations for each property and the
contents of the database are accessible through various dataset
search engines.59

Even if the data are not in a repository that can be accessed
by the community, metadata describing them should be. The
metadata should provide provenance information that enables
the quality of the data to be assessed. The metadata used to
describe the data must also provide access to licenses. A license
selector tool can be used to determine what kind of license is
appropriate for the data.60

Currently, even data that are stored in repositories may not
be accessible to machines to read and access because of an
inappropriate structure or metadata, and therefore require that
human intervention or case-by-case scripts need to be created in
order to extract the data.61 Competing standards for research
data and metadata exacerbate the problem by requiring
different soware to discover, access, extract and process the
data.3

For data and associated resources to be understood by
machines they need to make use of standard open protocols
and standard le formats; proprietary formats are inaccessible
and unusable as they can only be accessed and read by soware
that has been specically developed to work with them. The use
of proprietary formats also increases the likelihood of digital
obsolescence of the data if the soware that created them
ceases to be supported by the developer and no longer works on
newer hardware or operating systems. Ideally community sup-
ported standards should be used; those that are already sup-
ported by the community have a much better chance of on-
going support in the long term and also reduces the amount
of duplication required to code machines that are capable of
discovering, accessing, extracting and utilising the data. A
challenge of scientic data is that each discipline and even sub-
disciplines uses their own terminology. Oen the same terms
have different meanings in different disciplines, and this can
cause problems when attempting to integrate or reuse datasets
across interdisciplinary projects. schema.org is useful resource
for searching and viewing community developed schemas and
vocabularies for use on the internet.62

FAIR advocates for the use of standard vocabularies that are
linked to the data. As an example, the International Union of
Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) provides a standard
vocabulary for chemistry in both printed (IUPAC Gold Book/
Compendium of Chemical Terminology) and digital forms
including an API.63,64 IUPAC are also developing new standards
with FAIR in mind, for example, a standard for the FAIR data
management of spectrographic data.65 For chemistry, another
challenge for machine-readability is the myriad ways in which
chemical information can be represented digitally along with
a lack of an adopted standard format for molecular structure
information with complete coverage and consistency.66 Groups
such as the IUPAC's Data Interest Group/Chemistry, the
Research Data Alliance's Chemistry Research Data Interest
Group, and the Royal Society of Chemistry's Chemical
Digital Discovery
Information and Computer Applications Group are working on
developing standards and tools relating to FAIR and machine-
readability of data.67–69
Making data usable by humans

With the current focus on machine-readability, it is also
important to consider what elements of the data, associated
documentation and metadata need to be understandable by
humans as well as the machines. There is inevitably going to be
a compromise in getting the balance right. There is no value to
human-readability at the expense of machine-readability to
ensure the data can be found and accessed, but the data must
ultimately be usable by the researchers who need to use them.
There are a variety of ways in which human-readability of data
can be improved. Data les and metadata formats can become
extremely complex and difficult to read. Labels included in such
les should bemeaningful, so it is clear what the data contained
actually means and includes key information such as units of
measurement.

Machines of course can provide the solution through the
development of tools that can read the le formats and present
the information contained within in an easy-to-understand
manner without the underlying complexity of the internal
mark-up being exposed to the user. Documentation that
describes the content of the data or metadata les and their
structure can also facilitate a better understanding for the users.
With the increasing reliance on scripts, workows and other
code to collect, process and analyse our data it becomes criti-
cally important that these code assets are properly documented.
This includes not just documentation about the intended
purpose of the tools, but also ensuring that the code itself is
readable, with both readable and sensible variable and function
names, most importantly detailed and comprehensible com-
menting within the code to explain how it works. In this way,
a researcher can determine whether the code actually does what
the originator intended and that the resulting outputs are
correct, in the same way that a calculation within a paper would
be assessed for accuracy and validity.
Beyond the data

As has been mentioned numerous times, it is not sufficient to
share the datasets alone, more context is required in order to be
able to verify and validate the results of research. This means
that other researchers should be able to access the associated
documentation along with the data, and other resources used in
generating it, including any code, scripts and workows used
along with the raw data. Currently it is rare for these resources
to be provided with the data.70

There are a variety of websites and repositories that are uti-
lised for the sharing of resources beyond the data. For example,
websites for sharing protocols and methods including Open-
WetWare,71 protocols.io,72 and Protocol Online,73 and also for
workows, such as myExperiment74 and AiiDAlab,75 and for
models such as BioModels,76 Chembench77 and OCHEM.78
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Several websites also facilitate the storage and sharing of code
such as GitHub,79 Gitlab,80 SourceForge,81 and Bitbucket.82

For researchers using workows as part of their research
processes, a recommended practice is the creation of ‘Research
Objects’ (RO) that aggregate the workows and data together
with other related resources and metadata so that all the
appropriate context and documentation is available for others
wanting to reuse the workow.83,84 The ROs contain everything
that is needed to replicate the results from the workow
including the scripts and raw data, and also contain rich met-
adata to describe the contents and structure of the RO itself.
Similar aggregated bundles of materials could be supplied as
packages for other data types to include additional context,
code, and rich metadata. Such bundles may be generated
manually, or tools can be used to automate the process. Science
Capsule is an example of one such tool that automates the
capture of end-to-end workow processes including the data,
scripts, and contextual metadata.85

Other kinds of information may be appropriate to include
together with the data for preservation purposes and to provide
the complete context for the data. For example, it could be
argued that the DMP should be included along with the
project's application for funding and biographies of the
personnel who worked on the project. Willoughby provides
a more in depth look at what constitutes the scientic record,
and what additional materials we ought to consider preserving
alongside the data from our research and why.86

For those researchers who spend more of their time working
with code, Jupyter notebooks facilitate the sharing of methods
and code for the more computationally focused disciplines.
Jupyter notebooks (formally IPython notebooks) allow the user
to create detailed commentary alongside their code, to attach
their data, and enables the results of the code to be effectively
viewed within the same document.87 Jupyter notebooks can also
be shared so that others can manipulate the code or the data
and replicate the results of the notebook author. For example,
links to Jupyter notebooks are widely used in elds such as
astrophysics and astronomy as an alternative or in addition to
supplementary information in publications.88 Jupyter note-
books are also widely used as a teaching tool. The Jupyter
notebooks are oen shared through code repositories, but also
through online services such as the Jupyterhub and Google's
Colaboratory so that the author and viewers of a notebook do
not need to install and congure a local copy of the soware.89,90

Future of scientific data management

With the introduction of the FAIR guidelines and increasing
requirements for the use of DMPs, data management has
become a hot topic within science. In particular, the focus has
been on the use of the Semantic Web to provide new ways to
represent andmodel data, and increasingly how Big Data can be
leveraged for scientic discovery through the use of machine-
learning and articial-intelligence technologies.91–94

It is clear that there is a need for the establishment of
research data management services that provide capabilities for
planning research such as data management plans, data
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
collection strategies including ethics and informed consent,
and support for workow design. Services and tools are
required for supporting data collection and analysis, code
design and sharing, collaboration, and version management.
Tools are also required for creating documentation and meta-
data, organising and storing data. For preservation and long-
term storage, tools are required for data storage, archiving,
migrating, managing preservation metadata, generating
persistent identiers, and preservation services. The providers
of such services need to go beyond just the production of the
service and consider how they will provide support to the users
of their services, for example providing training and support, as
well as publicity to ensure that potential users are aware of the
existence and benets of the system.

At the moment development of such services is piecemeal
with a lot of work being done by individual institutions or in
relation to individual repositories, but a more joined up solu-
tion is required to progress the selection of appropriate
community standards to make adoption of FAIR principles
more likely. A current focus for infrastructure projects for data
management is on the use of modular open-source components
that can be developed and shared by different disciplines.
Together with the development of user friendly and functional
community standards, the use of such components enables the
creation of loosely coupled infrastructures that can be more
easily repurposed for different purposes and data types. Elec-
tronic laboratory notebooks have the potential to be a valuable
resource for data management and in the preparation of data
for sharing as they already provide a number of useful benets.
The data and the documentation of the experiment can be
stored in the same place, depending upon the storage capabil-
ities of the ELN, but even if the data cannot be stored directly, it
is easier to create links to the data, and many ELNs enable data
to be opened in the correct application from within the ELN.
ELNs are also capable of generating useful metadata automat-
ically and oen enabling users to create their own user-dened
metadata, thus making it easier to generate metadata at the
time of creation of the record and data.95 ELNs can also become
valuable tools for collaboration by becoming central reposito-
ries for storing, sharing, and discussing the research.12 ELNs
also have the potential to benet sharing of data with the wider
scientic community, particularly for projects in Open Science
where sharing methods and results as quickly and as widely as
possible is oen a primary goal. Open Notebook Science aims to
share the whole research process as it is carried out, enabling
rapid peer review and community problem solving. ELNs that
are commonly used for open notebook science include Lab-
Trove96 and OpenWetWare Labs,97 although many scientists
engaged in open notebook science have created their own
websites and blogs to share their research, examples can be
found on openlabnotebooks.org.98 The fact that users are
creating their own websites for the purpose suggests that there
are more opportunities in this space to provide value to both
individual researchers and institutions.

One of the challenges with ELNs is getting the data and the
associated context and documentation out of them. A lot of
ELNs are using proprietary formats and data export and
Digital Discovery
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migration is inconsistent, and not necessarily into appropriate
machine-readable formats, or even in human-readable formats.
Given the value of ELNs in the workow of scientists more work
is needed to ensure that the information captured within is high
quality but can also be associated with data sets and exported
for publication, sharing and long-term preservation.

Laboratory Information Systems (LIMS) already play an
important role within data management for those laboratories
where they are deployed, for automated processes, the LIMS can
be responsible for the end-to-end management of samples and
analysis results. Samples and appropriate metadata are typically
registered with the LIMS in a standard format at the beginning
of the process, stored within the LIMS and the results reported
at the end of the process. Tracking of the data enables prove-
nance information to be automatically captured. LIMS also
facilitate the automated collection of data through interfaces to
instruments, soware and sensors, which enables large quan-
tities of data to be captured and managed automatically. LIMS
also have the potential to be connected to external repositories
for long-term storage of data. The higher functionality of LIMS
for data management and the ability for data stewards to curate
the data within the system makes them a good candidate to
produce data that are born FAIR.99,100

The Materials Experiment and Analysis Database (MEAD)
provides an example of how a good data management frame-
work and experimental science can be combined.101 MEAD
contains raw data and metadata from millions of materials
synthesis and characterisation experiments which have been
distilled into property and performance metrics. The focus of
the system is on managing metadata and relationships between
the data, connecting the experiment, instruments, analysis and
properties together. Instrument data is automatically ingested
and linked together with experimental and processing
methods, characterisations, associations and analyses. Users of
the database can explore the data and download it complete
with full provenance information.
Conclusions

Effective data management should be a goal for all scientic
projects to ensure that time and money is not wasted on
producing data that later become difficult to nd or under-
stand, or worse incomplete, lost, or incomprehensible. Good
data management also makes the task of preparing data to be
shared for the benet of the whole scientic community much
less onerous. Both education and appropriate tools are required
to facilitate these processes. To reduce the burden on
researchers there needs to be a commitment to usability in the
development of community standards, tools and infrastruc-
tures for managing data and associated resources throughout
the lifecycle.
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